We present a novel subset scan method to detect if a probabilistic binary classifier has statistically significant bias -over or under predicting the risk -for some subgroup, and identify the characteristics of this subgroup. This form of model checking and goodness-of-fit test provides a way to interpretably detect the presence of classifier bias and poor classifier fit, not just in one or two dimensions of features of a priori interest, but in the space of all possible feature subgroups. We use subset scan and parametric bootstrap methods to efficiently address the difficulty of assessing the exponentially many possible subgroups. We also suggest several useful extensions of this method for increasing interpretability of predictive models and prediction performance.
Introduction
Increasingly, probabilistic classifiers and risk assessment tools are being considered for decision support in various sectors: for example, in criminal justice, public policy, health, banking, or online platforms [2, 11, 14, 21] . To evaluate the efficacy of such methods, we usually focus on overall predictive performance. However, recent academic and popular writing has also emphasized the importance of assessing possible biases or discrimination from the use of these predictions. As the use of data for risk prediction continues to grow, this topic of possible harmful biases in predictions is receiving increased attention. Earlier this year, ProPublica conducted a widely discussed analysis [2] of the COMPAS recidivism risk prediction algorithm, arguing that the predictions, controlling for actual risk, were more likely to mistakenly predict black defendants as high-risk of reoffending.
In this paper, motivated by the importance of assessing such issues in predictions, we contribute methodology to improve the detection and identification of significant predictive bias in probabilistic classifiers and risk assessment. Specifically, this is over-or under-estimating the outcome probability for some subpopulation or subgroup, using observed data as the ground truth. Given a classifier's predictionsp for a binary outcome Y , the estimated probability that Y = 1, we consider predictive bias on a subgroup s as:
This means, even accounting for the classifier'sp, membership in s influences the true likelihood of the outcome, suggesting thatp is biased up or down for subgroup s. (We note this concept of bias is different from the discussion of predictive fairness, which focuses on P(Y = 1|S = s) = P(Y = 1|S = s), where S may be legally protected aspects like race or gender.)
Existing methods and literature on predictive bias usually focus on subgroups S defined by one dimension of a priori interest, such as race, gender, or income. ProPublica's COMPAS analysis [2] and follow-up analyses [5] have focused on predictive bias where S = {white, black}. While these are important, it can also be important to know if significant bias exists in subgroups that we did not consider a priori. In our analysis of the COMPAS data, for example, we do not find a significant bias along gender lines, but we do find that females with few priors and who committed misdemeanors (rather than felonies) have their recidivism risk over-estimated. This can occur when the original classifier is not flexible enough or uses a top-down greedy process, such that smaller subgroups result in being poorly estimated.
We define the set of subgroups to be considered as the set of possible subspaces of the feature space. In this way, we structure subgroups to be interpretable and intuitive. However, assessing bias in all these subgroups is a difficult task. First, there are exponentially many such subgroups. A dataset with only 4 discretized features (e.g. age, income, ethnicity, location), each of arity 5, has 4 m=1 (2 5 − 1) = 31 4 possible subgroups, each representing a subset of values from each feature. Exhaustively evaluating each subgroup to find the most significantly biased subgroups quickly becomes computationally infeasible. Second, testing the large number of subgroups makes estimating statistical significance difficult, due to multiple testing. We need to distinguish between significant predictive bias in a subgroup and noise due to the binary outcome. To address these problems, this work develops a novel extension of fast subset scan anomaly detection methods [15, 16, 20] . This enables our method to approximately identify the most statistically biased subgroup in linear time (rather than exponential). We then use parametric bootstrapping [7] to adjust for multiple testing and estimate the significance of the detected subgroup.
By being able to consider all subgroups, the distinguishing feature of this method is the ability to collectively consider and group weak, but related signals. For example, in a set of zip codes or age brackets, each individual signal may be noisy or limited in data, but considering a subgroup of multiple zip codes and age brackets may reveal a strong, consistent bias. We demonstrate the benefit of this grouping ability as compared to lasso and stepwise methods in our synthetic experiments.
Related Literature
Methodologically, our method is comparable to other methods that analyze the residuals between a classifier'sp and the actual observed outcomes Y . This includes a range of long-standing literature, including model checking, goodness-of-fit methods, and visualization of residuals. The identification of patterns in residuals is early key lessons when teaching regression, first using one-dimensional visualization. A common more rigorous extension is to use interpretable predictive methods to identify any patterns. Examples of methods include linear regressions using quadratic or interaction terms. These models cannot collectively consider groups of signals or subgroups though, unless a priori specified. Consider a 4-way interaction of discretized features: a stepwise method will consider whether the entire 4-way interaction should be included (too coarse evaluation), while a penalized method will consider whether each individual 4-way interaction of feature-values should be included (too granular evaluation). Group lasso or hierarchical lasso [4, 22] can adjust for this, but require ex ante specification. More flexible assessment of residuals, using more complex black-box methods like random forests, can be used with an F-test-style test to detect the general presence of poor classifier fit, as Shah and Buhlmann [18] show. However, these methods do not pinpoint and characterize where this classifier bias is. Lastly, tree-based and clustering methods can perform such natural assessment of subgroups, but the early splits in a tree-based method may dilute the signal of biased subgroup(s), while clustering methods can be difficult to interpret and estimate significance. Overall, we are not familiar with many methods to identify and characterize significant predictive bias in classifiers.
Topically, the problem of assessing bias in predictive models covers areas including predictive bias, problems in the original training data, disparate impacts of predictions, and adjusting predictions to ensure fairness [1, 6, 9, 17 ] -in areas like criminal justice [2, 5, 10, 19] , but also other various sectors [8, 13, 14, 21] . We focus here only on the issue of predictive bias. Existing literature on bias has focused just on dimensions of a priori interest, such as race or gender [2, 5, 10, 19] . We contribute by providing a more general method that can detect and characterize such bias, or poor classifier fit, in the larger space of all possible subgroups, without a priori specifying subgroups of interest.
Bias Subset Scan Methodology
We extend methodology from the anomaly detection literature, specifically the use of fast, expectationbased subset scans [15, 16, 20] . This methodology is characterized by the ability to consider exponentially many possible subspaces of feature space and identify or approximate the most anomalous subspace in linear time, enabling tractable subset analysis. The general form of this methodology is:
where D is a dataset of outcomes (Y ) and discretized features (X ) of dimension m to scan over, E are a set of expectations or "normal" values for Y for each observation in D, and f score is an expectation-based scoring statistic that measures the amount of anomalousness between observations and their expectations. The resulting s * is a subspace of the feature space, X (i.e., a Cartesian product of m subsets of feature values from each feature in X ). In order for s * to be found in linear time, f score must satisfy Linear Time Subset Scanning (LTSS, Neill 2012) or Additive Linear Time Subset Scanning (ALTSS, Speakman et. al. 2016) properties. F SS represents several possible subset scan methods for different settings (e.g. spatial setting, graph structure, non-parametric expectations).
In this paper, we create a novel extension of the Multi-Dimensional Subset Scan (MDSS) method [15] , described by Algorithm 1. This requires two contributions: (1) a new subset scoring function that statistically measures the anomalousness in a given subset, and (2) a method to estimate the statistical significance of a detected anomalous subgroup. First, we define a scoring function to measure anomalous statistical bias, score bias . For each observation i in D, the classifier's prediction,p, is the expectation, reflecting the null hypothesis that the classifier is unbiased. Our scan is represented as: s * = M DSS(D,p, score bias ). We can prove that this statistic satisfies the ALTSS property and then using the MDSS algorithm, with several random restarts, we approximate the globally most biased subspace of the feature space X . This provides interpretable biased subgroup of the data, rather than an unstructured set of possibly unrelated rows. score bias () is derived from a likelihood ratio test. For the data belonging to some subgroup s, we compare the likelihood of the data under the classifier's predictions versus the likelihood of the data assuming some additive bias in the log-odds.
In the classification setting, each observation's likelihood is Bernoulli distributed and assumed independent. This results in the following scoring function, as a function of the given subgroup s:
Following common practice in the scan statistics literature, we maximize the free parameter q to identify the most likely alternative hypothesis, which also maximizes the score. The resulting score is influenced by both the number of observations in the subgroup s and most likely value of q. We can prove that this scoring function satisfies the ALTSS property when we restrict the scan to detect under-estimated subgroups (q ≥ 1), or over-estimated (0 < q ≤ 1). Thus, we separately scan for under-estimated and over-estimated subgroups.
Compared to the prior subset scan literature, which usually uses randomization testing to estimate detection significance, we instead use parametric bootstrapping [7] . Parametric bootstrapping better reflects our null hypothesis that the classifier is an unbiased estimate and correctly specified; it has also been used in similar settings [18] . Randomization testing assumes the overly strict null hypothesis thatp is the correct value. Thus, we use the classifier'sp in a parametric bootstrap to estimate the score distribution of the detected anomalous subgroups that occur under the null hypothesis. This enables a measure of the statistical significance of our actual detected subgroup.
Results on Synthetic Data and Recidivism Prediction
First, in Figure 1 , we plot a set of synthetic experiments to compare the detection performance of the bias scan to a lasso analysis of residuals. We generate Bernoulli data using additive log-odds, with 4 categorical features of arity 6, with random coefficients for each feature-value and data is evenly distributed across all feature values. We inject additional additive bias of size 1.5 in one or several interaction effects of 2/3/4-dimensions. Importantly, we ensure there are only 100 total biased observations in the dataset, whether in one or spread across multiple interaction terms. We find that a lasso analysis on residuals, with interactions of up to 4-dimensions and using the cross-validation chosen penalty term, has a less specific detection threshold, with a false positive detection rate in simulations of 58% compared to 4% for the bias scan. Though the lasso has a higher detection frequency, the lasso is less precise. Even so, it also has weakly worse recall (of the biased featurespace) than the bias scan when the biased observations are spread across multiple interactions, due to its inability to group related interactions. Also, we compare the prediction performance when using the detected subgroup as an additional regression model term to a lasso regression considering up to 4-way interactions, and find that the bias scan can also outperform the lasso in out-of-sample prediction performance.
Next, as a case study for identifying biases in risk prediction, we apply our bias scan method to the COMPAS reoffending risk prediction dataset provided by ProPublica (n = 6172). This dataset includes age, race, gender, number of prior offenses, and crime severity (felony vs misdemeanor) for each individual, along with a binary gold standard label (of reoffending in a 2-year time period) and the prediction made by the COMPAS algorithm (risk group 1, 2, ..., 10, ordered by increasing risk). We find notable biases by the COMPAS prediction that we have not seen noted elsewhere. We do not have the original input data used, so we assume the provided decile scores adequately represent this information. We first fit a simple logistic regression based on decile score, shown in Table 1 and referred to as the "basic decile model".
We then apply our bias scan and find two highly significant subgroups (p < 0.005) of over-/underestimation. Both of these groups are defined just by the discretized count of priors; all of the other features are irrelevant in defining these biased subgroups. We find that defendants with more than 5 priors are significantly under-estimated by our decile model (mean predicted probability of 0.60 in the subgroup, actual observed recidivism rate of 0.72, n = 1215), while those with 0 priors are significantly over-estimated (mean predicted probability of 0.38, observed rate of 0.29, n = 2085). Using this initial finding, we refit the logistic model to account for both decile score and discretized prior counts, shown in Figure 2 . Using this improved classifier, we again apply the bias scan and again identify two significant subgroups of classifier bias.
• Males, aged 25 or under, for 7 of the 10 decile scores, for any crime severity and for non-Caucasian racial groups are an under-estimated subgroup (p < 0.005) (mean predicted risk of 0.45, observed recidivism rate of 0.61, n = 531). 1 • On the other hand, female defendants, of any age, receiving decile scores ∈ {2, 3, 6, 9, 10}, and of race ∈ {caucasian, af rican_american, other}, who have ≤ 5 priors and who committed misdemeanors (rather than felonies) are significantly (p = 0.02) over-estimated by COMPAS (mean predicted risk of 0.37, observed recidivism rate of 0.17, n = 169). 2
After re-fitting the regression to account for membership in these detected subgroups (reported in the appendix), for the resulting classifier, the bias scan does not detect more significantly biased subgroups. For reference, the resulting AIC of a stepwise AIC procedure is larger (7381) than the AIC of our stepwise-estimated logistic model, suggesting that the stepwise use of the bias scan results in a more precise detection than a simple stepwise regression for this case study.
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